Easing the transition to EHRs

Meaningful use of EHRs is a requirement and penalties for lack of compliance can be severe.
But here’s the reality: Paper will continue to be part of patient records for years to come. And
providers of all sizes will need to flow data and context from paper to EHRs well into the future
without affecting current processes or patient care – which you can easily achieve with ABBYY.
ABBYY data capture and classification technology automatically sorts, identifies and matches
paper and faxed documents to patients’ EHRs. Delivering the content swiftly, accurately and
without need for human intervention, it eliminates the need for time-consuming and error-prone
manual data input. Easing your adoption of EHRs, ABBYY technology integrates paper and images
from patient records, new patients and current data exchange solutions into new electronic
workflows – without disrupting your processes, or compromising patient care standards.

Let ABBYY solve it all for you
ABBYY technology not only lets you capture patient records from scanners, portals, mobile
devices, faxes, emails, or MFPs; it also extracts the data required to automatically associate
them with the right EHRs. It can “read” the information in a patient record, such as a medical
record number, date of birth, patient name, etc. And precision classification ensures that
charts and individual forms are accurately identified. Combined with automated capture and
classification, this translates into faster, and more reliable processes for you – and less
frustration and higher satisfaction for patients.
Even better, many of the benefits of transitioning to EHRs with ABBYY can be immediate. They
include faster conversion of paper records with fewer resources, improved record sharing between
departments and lower compliancy risks.

Improve patient
care with ABBYY
Take the data. Leave the paper.
ABBYY offers an affordable
standalone solution with
options that scale to a complete
enterprise or clinic wide solution.
Either way, the technology is
highly accurate and automatically
learns to recognize documents
of different types, transforming
them into information that is
immediately ready to use in other
clinical or business applications.

Whitepaper
Reimbursement rates from
insurance companies and the
government are falling, but
administrative costs related to
paperwork are rising. To maintain
revenue and quality of care,
you need to reduce costs and
increase efficiency. And Ralph
Gammon’s whitepaper, Applying
Document and Data Capture
Software in the Healthcare
Industry shows how.
Download the whitepaper.
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Features
With ABBYY capture and classification technology,
healthcare providers can:
• Eliminate the inconvenience and potential liability of maintaining
duplicate/hybrid records
• Reduce the impact of converting paper charts by virtually eliminating
manual data entry

Prepare for tomorrow’s challenges today
Healthcare reform, increased regulation, audits and HITECH
compliance are just a few of the challenges you face to
maintaining excellent, affordable care. ABBY Y data capture
and classification solutions help by reducing costs, increasing
productivity and streamlining information exchange processes
throughout your organization.

• Comply with HITECH deadlines as well as the spirit of the Meaningful
Use requirements
• Accommodate the flow of paper documents (e.g., lab reports,
referrals, faxes, etc.) that will continue to be a part of patient care
• Spend less time looking for paper and more time helping patients
Moreover, this powerful technology is easy to use and makes short
work of processing unstructured, semi-structured and unstructured
documents. And even better, intelligence within the software learns to
recognize different types of documents automatically.
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Learn More
Find out how ABBYY makes the capture and
processing of any paper or digital form easy.
Visit ABBYY.com or call 866.463.7689.
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